LIVE UNITED
VIRTUAL BINGO

B			I		 N		 G		O
(Helpful hint: You can click on the blocks below to watch videos or be directed to more information!)

I registered a
child age 0-5 to
the Imagination
Library Program

Sent a note of
encouragement to
someone having a
tough time

I shared WHY I
support UWBH
on my Facebook
page!

I am giving a
payroll deduction

I can name at
least 5 UWBH
funded nonprofit
agencies

FREE
SPACE

I signed up for
UWBH’s Monthly
Newsletters

I read UWBH’s
story on Impact in
Health

I read a UWBH
Success Story

I watched the
Black Hills Reads
Video

I read UWBH’s
story on Impact in
Financial Stability

I watched the
UWBH Virtual
Kick-off Event

Shared a picture
of me wearing my
LIVE UNITED shirt
on social media

UWBH recently
launched a _______
health initiative

Fill in the Blank:

I read the UNITED
We Stand
Quarterly
newsletter

I am a leadership
giving donor
($300+ donation)

I donated to the
UNITED We Stand
COVID-19 Relief
Fund

(or donation)

Volunteered in
Month of Caring

I liked the UWBH
Facebook Page

I watched a
Community
UNITED virtual
panel

Fill in the Blank:

Volunteered for
a United Way
agency

I made a
contribution to a
UWBH initiative

UWBH recently
celebrated it’s
____th anniversary

Rules of the game

Fill in the Blank:

______% of
donations stay in
the Black Hills
Listened to
someone talk
about their
troubles

Tips for Campaign Volunteers

1) Volunteers are encouraged to have players make a small donation to
1) This document is an Interactive PDF, and
participate.
therefore better suited to play on the
2) Randomly throughout the workday the campaign volunteer leader will
computer.
annouce a single letter (B,I,N,G,O).
2) Please remind players to save their PDF
3) The player marks a single box of a task they have completed in that column
throughout the game so they do not lose
(Tip: players can click on the hyperlinks to read and learn more in order to
their progress.
mark off the box).
3) Make it engaging by offering a fun prize
4) The first person to fill in five squares vertically, horizontally or diagonally
calls BINGO and wins their prize.
(coffee gift cards, a popular parking spot, etc).

